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HEPHAESTUS is the Greek name for the Roman god of the forge,
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weapons for the gods.  We create our own �armor and weapons�
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Greetings!
We�re about to head into a busy season for the

chapter.  This month�s activities include our yard sale,
one meeting, and the cookout, and on the last day of
the month, at least four of us are heading to the
Starfleet International Conference 2003.  (Please
take careful note that there will not be a social meet-
ing this month, as the regular date for it is the day
before the cookout, so we cancelled it.)

The yard sale is designed to raise operating funds
for the chapter, and to earn membership time for
those who donate and/or help at the sale.  We�ve col-
lected quite a bit of stuff already, and I�d like to partic-
ularly thank Pat Simmons, who pretty much filled up
the back of my van with items for the sale, and the
Potts, who are letting us use their home for two days
to run the sale.  I�d also like to thank the Yawns, who
donated money for the cash box, and the Potts.  

I�d also like to make particular note of an item in the
Treasury report.  Neil and Lynette Yawn donated a
substantial sum of money to the chapter, because
they felt that we are practically a family and that they
felt like they wanted to support the club that way.   I
can�t thank them enough for their generosity.

I�d like to put a special emphasis on my encourage-
ment that you will attend the cookout on July 19.
This is one of the premiere events of the year for our
club, and we always have a lot of people from other
chapters in attendance.  We�ll provide everything you
need for a day of fun, except for your main course,
which you can grill, put in the oven, microwave, or
eat raw if that�s your pleasure!

See you soon -

Pete
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CAPTAINS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Finally! After having to cancel two meetings for bad
weather, we were able to have a Business Meeting! I was
finally able to get the new promotion guidelines for the
chapter distributed, and actually got to pass out an
Ensign�s Test! 

There are several members of the chapter who currently
do not have OCC, and this is the only thing holding them
up from moving forward in rank. Ideally, I�d love to see
every member of the chapter with both OTS and OCC, just
to keep us from getting folks topped out in promotions.
Both courses are available online now, so taking them is

by Commodore Danny Potts
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easier than ever. In fact, OTS has been completely redone
into a multiple-choice/true-false format exam, with no
essay component anymore. 

At the last business meeting, we talked about members
who leave the chapter, but with a ton of membership time
accrued. The whole premise of membership time earned is
to reward and encourage people to be involved in the
chapter. One of the ways that plays out is in distribution of
Anvils. It costs about sixty cents per Anvil to mail it to a
member that doesn�t attend. This means that if someone
has accrued ten years worth of membership time, but
stops showing up, it will cost about $72 to fulfill their mem-
bership time. As a result of the discussion held, we deter-
mined that we would continue to send Anvils for up to two
years after a member vanished from the chapter, but
would make every effort to contact them before that time
runs out. Should the person desire to continue receiving

Anvils, then we�ll honor their membership time, but if they
are completely gone, and show no interest in continuing to
receive the Anvil, we�ll cap it off at the end of that two year
period.

Both Pete and I will be in attendance at the 2003
International Conference at the end of July. Pete and Sue
Ellen will be running a hospitality suite to gain registrants
for the 2004 IC, to be held here in Birmingham. I would
like to see as many members of the Birmingham-area
chapters in attendance in 2004 as possible, since the IC
will likely never return to the Magic City. This will be your
greatest chance to attend one!

If you�d like to talk with me concerning a promotion, or a
project to earn a Commander�s rank, please contact me
and we�ll discuss it.

From the Duce:

I would like to say that there has been little for
me to do as the Second Officer of the hephaes-
tus.  I do not know if that is good or bad.
Lynnette & I will not be at the cook out this year
due to a previous sechuled event (sorry no treats

this year). The McWayne Center is having an
exhibit about the International Space Station.
This would be a good away mission for the crew.
If any one has any ideas about how to recruit
more members, let Pete, Danny or myself know.  

Col. Neil Yawn
2nd Officer
CMOSNUFFY@aol.com

22nndd  OOffffiicceerrss

REPORT

Greetings Crew,

Well, the year is flying by.  It is hard to believe it is

already July.  The Anvil is rolling along on it�s 153rd issue.
It is hard to believe I have been producing these things for
that long.  The Anvil has come a long way since its begin-
nings.  Originally a simple printed test document, it has
blossomed to a fairly good publication.  I have enjoyed the
journey and hope to enjoy it for a long time to come.  

I am always trying to think of ways to make The Anvil the
best it can be.  You can help in that.  How?  By making
suggestions. If there is something to you think would make
this newsletter more enjoyable, please let me know.  I
can�t promise I will do it but if you don�t ask, I might never
even consider it.  The Anvil isn�t my newsletter, it is our
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newsletter.  Many in this club contribute but even if you
don�t it is your publication.  I want to be something we can
be proud of.  So look though it and send any ideas you
have to me at TheAnvil@charter.net.  

I might also add, in case you didn�t already know The
Anvil is also available for download via the Hephaestus
website.  Just go to
www.shakaree.org/ncc2004/news.html.  The pdf version
of The Anvil is full color and sometimes contains news that

just didn�t get into the printed version.  Check it out, I think
you might enjoy it.

The Deadline for the next issue of the Anvil is Tuesday
July 22nd.  Please keep this date in mind and get your
reports or other submission to me by that time.  As always
send your submission to me at TheAnvil@charter.net. 

Until next month.

Dennis Evans

The June Business meeting was held at Barnes and
Noble. Attendance was average, with about ten people
showing up. The meeting began with a discussion about
canceling the upcoming movie night, due to little interest
being shown in �The Hulk�. A short discussion was held
regarding the new Hephaestus member who appeared out
of the blue on the SFI roster. The new books were dis-
played for members to drool over. The upcoming Yard
Sale (on July 5th) was reviewed. Pete then read the
�Thank You� note from Children�s Hospital for our recent
visit. Danny and Pete shared with the crew the discussion
going on among the Region 02 Commanding Officers

about the issue of Region 02�s Constitution being changed
to a By-Laws document. The upcoming IC was discussed.
Danny then distributed the new Promotion Guidelines for
the chapter. The crew held a discussion regarding mem-
bers who have left the chapter with many years worth of
membership time accrued. It was decided that institute a
two-year cap on membership time attributed to members
who leave the group and fall completely out-of-touch. This
process will be formalized at a later time. Lastly, Danny
presented a new idea for scoring Dalmuti tournaments, to
speed up the game, and the crew resolved to test it at the
next social meeting.

The June Social meeting was held at the home of the
Mohneys. There were two visitors in attendance: one
being the mystery member who showed up on the SFI ros-
ter, and the second being a friend of Danny�s from high
school who has been around recruiting events in the past.
Due to Danny�s need to leave somewhat early, the crew
adjourned to the downstairs room to test Danny�s new
Dalmuti-type game. After three hands of the new game, it
was decided to switch back to the original. All in atten-
dance enjoyed the gaming, even though it ended too early.

All times, dates and locations are subject to change
without notice. Please contact Pete Mohney or any
other command officer before attending meetings if
you haven�t been in touch recently.

July 5 � Yard Sale, 7 a.m.
July 7 � business meeting
July 19 � cookout
July 31-August 3, Starfleet IC 2003
August 4 � business meeting 
August 15 � social meeting
August 29-September 1, Dragon Con
September 1 � business meeting
September 19 � social meeting



There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which shows your
Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease receiving your newsletter. I
will include a renewal reminder note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to
renew. You can, of course, renew whenever you like! It will always extend
your membership by a year.
The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International membership expi-
ration dates are known (I have your Starfleet card with your expiration date
on it). 
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Please welcome new members Haley Youngblood,
daughter of longtime member Lynette Youngblood, and
Tim Kelly, who picked up a flyer at Lion and Unicorn and
joined right up.  Tim showed up at our June social meet-
ing, and seemed to enjoy himself immensely, so I�m sure
we�ll be seeing a lot of him in times to come.

Jul 13 Matthew Potts
Jul 11 Douglas Evans
Jul 13 Patrick Stewart
Jul 26 Nana Visitor
Jul 29 David Warner
Jul 29 Wil Wheaton

Previous Balance: 67.55
Income: 

100.00 donation
14.00 pizza donations
10.00 Haley Youngblood membership

Expenses: 
9.65 postage: 

New Balance: 181.90

Member Expires
Ltcmdr Simmons , Patricia 4/14/2003
Cmdr Lindsay , Mark 7/16/2003
Cdt Lindsay , Michelle L 7/16/2003
Ltcmdr Lindsay , Pamela 7/16/2003
Capt Yawn , Rodney Neil 8/13/2003
Youngblood-Yawn , Lynette 8/13/2003
Crowe , Wayne G. 9/9/2003
Cmdr Evans , Dennis 9/26/2003
Mohney , Katrina Leigh 10/13/2003
Po2 Mohney , Nicholas 10/13/2003

Member Expires
Radm Mohney , Pete 10/13/2003
Capt Mohney , Sue Ellen 10/13/2003
Cmdr Green Jr , Roy Curtis 10/28/2003
Fcapt Potts , Danny 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Benton , Sheila Marie 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Potts , Denby 2/21/2004
Cdt Potts , Matthew 2/21/2004
Youngblood , Haley 3/8/2004
Kelly, Tim 05/21/2004
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts,  Fleet Captain � First Officer

Neil  Yawn,Col - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Sciences

Roy  Green, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Pete Mohney

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Katie  Cundiff

Kennith  Fuller

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Randy  Stephenson

Loma  Brown

Johnathan  Fuller

Roberta  Keele-FFuller

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Lynnette  Yawn, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Cmdr, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Lisa  Cardwell

Medical

Neil  Yawn, Col, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj, SFMD

USS HEPHAESTUS
COMMAND STRUCTURE
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HHIISSTTOORRYY

Vulcan has stood in his place atop Red Mountain since the 1930’s,
when the Kiwanis Club rescued him from an embarrassing stint at the
state fairgrounds and restored his dignity by installing him in his own
park. But why was the great god of iron at the fairgrounds in the first
place? His history is as interesting and unsettling as the ugly, near-naked
statue itself.

Alabama had no plans to enter an exhibit in the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis, so a
group of enterprising civic-minded citizens from Birmingham decided they would build an
exhibit from Birmingham. Engaging the famous Italian sculptor Giuseppe Moretti, the group
raised the money to design and build the largest cast-metal statue in the world—a title the
iron man still holds.

Casting the statue proved to be a more difficult task than expected; numerous cracks
developed as the statue was cast. Moretti had the cracks filled with concrete and contin-
ued pouring. This would later prove to be problem, but went completely unnoticed at the
time.

Finally, amid nationwide publicity, the statue was fin-
ished. He stood 56 feet high, weighed over 120,000
pounds, and held a hammer in his left hand and a spear
head in his right. At the fair in St. Louis, Vulcan was smash hit, earning first
place in his category.

When the man of iron returned to Birmingham, however, his celebrity turned
to notoriety. Plans to place the statue permanently in a downtown park had to
be scrapped; womens clubs objected to his unattractive countenance and his
bare derriere. The toast of the World’s Fair became an unwanted outcast in his
own city.

Finally, in 1906, the Alabama State Fair agreed to erect the statue near the
entrance to the fairgrounds. He stayed there for thirty years, serving as a
meeting point for parents and their children and serving as a backdrop for var-
ious products. At one time he held a pickle jar; at another, he displayed a
Coca Cola can. Someone painted blue jeans on him, presumably to cover his
backside as well as to advertise Liberty Overalls. After the giant’s 75 pound
thumb rusted and fell off, Vulcan was declared a safety hazard, and the city
considered melting him down for scrap metal. 

In 1935, the Kiwanis Club approached the city about settling the landmark permanently on Red Mountain. After
modifications to fortify the now-fragile statue during the move, he was transported to his present location. Later
he was fitted with a torch that glows green when there have been no traffic fatalities and red when someone has
died in a traffic-related accident.

VVUULLCCAANN
BBAACCKK  WWHHEERREE  HHEE  BBEELLOONNGGSS
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He has served us well, standing there so faithfully as he watches over the
city. Lately, however, he has begin to deteriorate further and is in real dan-
ger of breaking apart if repairs are not made soon.

Authored by Martine G. Bates.

RREESSTTOORRAATTIIOONN

TThhee  BBaacckkggrroouunndd  -- At 56 feet in height, Vulcan is the tallest freestanding cast iron sculpture in the world. He
was cast in 1903 for display at the St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904. The sculpture, Italian-born Giuseppe Moretti
was commissioned by the Birmingham Commercial Club to create the statue as a means of advertising and pro-
moting the ironmaking capability of the City. Moretti sculpted the plaster original in Passaic, New Jersey, which
was then transported to the Birmingham Steel and Iron Company for casting purposes. After completion Vulcan
was transported via rail to St. Louis, Missouri and erected for the World’s Fair.

In 1905, Vulcan was disassembled and transported back to Birmingham. He remained in a disassembled state
until the fall of 1906 when he was erected at the State Fairgrounds in Birmingham’s West End. In 1938 Vulcan
was placed on a stone pedestal at the top of Red Mountain where he remained as a powerful symbol of the City

until the fall of 1999.

TThhee  SSttuuddiieess  -- When Vulcan was erected atop Red Mountain in 1938, the statue was
filled to chest height with concrete in order to provide secure anchorage to the stone
pedestal and lower its center of gravity. Unfortunately, the concrete ballast had a co-
efficient of expansion roughly 20% greater than the cast iron skin which eventually
caused the formation of cracks in the lower torso area of the statue. This coupled with
severe bolt deterioration, caused much concern within Birmingham’s City government
and citizens alike.

In 1991, two studies were performed on Vulcan at the request of the Vulcan Task
Force and the City of Birmingham. The first study by Law Engineering recommended a cleaning and patching
effort on Vulcan and did not address the problem of the concrete ballast. The second study performed by Scott
Howell of Robinson Iron recommended the removal of the statue from the pedestal so that the concrete could be
removed and the statue could be restored and re-anchored around a stainless steel armature system – much
like the construction of the Statue of Liberty.

In October 1993 a third study was performed by Nick Veloz Conservator a nationally known from the National
Park Service. The conclusion of this study corroborated those of Robinson Iron presented
two years earlier. This led to a fourth study by Robinson Iron in the Summer of 1994 which
detailed the methodology for the removal and restoration of the statue as well as the
restoration of the 1938 stone pedestal.

TThhee  CCrriissiiss  -- As Vulcan’s cast iron skin absorbed the summer heat, new cracks continued
to form. Some of these cracks began to propagate to the point where pieces of the statue
began to spall, or fall away, from the statue. This alarmed City officials who elected to close
Vulcan Park to the public in March of 1999.

On March 23, 1999 Sammy Wilson and Scott Howell scaled the statue and entered
Vulcan’s interior through a small access hole in the head. They found a significant amount of deterioration in the
bolts and fasteners – especially those at the junction between the left arm and the upper torso. On March 29,
1999 Robinson Iron recommended the removal of the statue from the pedestal as soon as possible.
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TTHHEE  DDIISSAASSSSEEMMBBLLYY

The removal process began in mid-September 1999. The first step involved the construction
of a temporary ramp that would enable two large cranes to set-up near the pedestal base.
The ramp was constructed with re-milled asphalt by Cottingham Contracting of Hueytown,
Alabama.

Next, Steel City Crane Erection and Rental Inc. assembled two large
cranes on opposite sides of the pedestal. A 200-ton crawler crane was
used for the transport of men, tools and rigging and 250-ton crane

was used to lift Vulcan’s components castings.

On October 5, 1999 the disassembly began with a Safety Meeting held each day at 7:00
a.m. in Vulcan Park. The first piece to be removed was the neon torch that had been

placed over the spear in Vulcan’s right hand as part of a high-
way safety program in 1946.

After being hampered by high wind conditions the right hand
was removed at 9:15 a.m. on October 11, 1999. By the end of
the week the right arm had been completely removed along with
the left hand. The methodology used for detaching the castings
was to secure the piece with rigging from the 250 ton crane
then use a plasma arc cutter to sever the bolts and release each component from the
central structure.

On October 18, 1999 the Robinson crew had their most productive day, hoisting the
left arm, hammer, anvil and anvil base. By late October the

statue had been disassembled down to the level of the concrete ballast in-fill. At this
juncture, ABC Concrete Cutters of Bessemer, Alabama began the process of coring
the concrete out of the center of the statue. This slowed the disassembly process
considerably, however the work proceeded safely and remained on schedule. As the

ABC crew reached a depth beyond a casting seam, the
Robinson Crew would take over and chip away the remaining
concrete which permitted the removal of a torso casting.

By mid-November the coring operation had reached the
lowermost torso area where the cracking was severe. Using
a spreader beam attached to the 250-ton crane the two leg
castings along with the lower torso were simultaneously
rigged. At this point, the ABC crew set-up a diamond wire
cutting operation that was designed to cut the concrete
below Vulcan’s feet, thereby releasing the final components
from the stone pedestal.

After successfully removing the remaining concrete from the legs and placing all
components within a specially constructed fenced area in the Vulcan Park parking lot,
the construction ramp was removed and the park landscaping was returned to its
original condition. A membrane roof was applied at the top of the pedestal.

TTHHEE  FFUUTTUURREE

At present, the Vulcan Park Foundation is raising money to restore Vulcan, the Stone Pedestal and the Park. A
new Visitor’s Center is also in the planning stages. The goal for Vulcan is to have the restoration completed by
his 100th birthday in 2004.

SSoouurrccee::  wwwwww..bbhhaamm..nneett//vvuullccaann,,  wwwwww..rroobbiinnssoonn--iirroonn..ccoomm//ppaaggeess//vvuullccaannpprroojjeecctt22aa..hhttmmll..
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WORDSEARCH
�GREEK MYTHOLOGY�

Achilles
Aethra
Amphitrite
Aphrodite
Apollo
Ares
Artemis
Atalanta
Athene
Bellerophon
Centaurus
Cronus
Cupid
Demeter

Dionysos
Hades
Hephaestus
Hera
Hercules
Hermes
Hestia
Jason
Odyssey
Persephon
Perseus
Poseidon
Theseus
Zeus

Find the words below in the puzzle.
Words can run both horizontal, verti-
cal and diagonal, as well as forward
and backward.
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Activision Sues the STAR TREK
Franchise

Activision, maker of all STAR TREK video games,
has announced that they filed a lawsuit in California
State Superior Court against Viacom, holder of all
TREK properties. Activision�s statements say the
future is not bright for STAR TREK in general.

Activision accuses Viacom of not consistently
�exploiting� their property as they were in 1998,
when the game license contract was signed. 

Activision accuses Viacom of letting the TREK fran-
chise �stagnate and decay,� as they have ended two
series, only issued one movie and only begun one
new series, which is ratings-troubled. Activision also
says they were recently informed that Viacom has
no future plans for another STAR TREK movie. 

In their filing, Activision said,�Activision cannot suc-
cessfully develop and sell Star Trek video games
without the product exploitation and support prom-
ised by Viacom. A continuing pipeline of movie and
television production, and related marketing, is
absolutely crucial to the success of video games
based on a property such as Star Trek.� 

�By failing and refusing to continue to exploit and
support the Star Trek franchise as it had promised,
Viacom has significantly diminished the value of Star
Trek licensing rights including the rights received by
Activision. Moreover, in so doing, Viacom has
breached a fundamental term of its agreement with
Activision � and has caused Activision significant
damage.�

Activision has officially terminated the contract
between the two companies and is seeking damages
suffered and future damages potentially suffered by
Viacom�s inaction. 

Viacom: Activision Lawsuit �Without Merit�

Viacom Inc. last night responded to Activision�s lawsuit alleg-
ing it has damaged the Star Trek franchise and thus broken
the terms of their license agreement (story). 

�Activision�s allegations are without merit,� Viacom said in a
statement, according a report by Ben Berkowitz of the Reuters
news agency. �Activision appears to be trying to use the courts
in an effort to renegotiate a deal it made in 1998 to secure the
rights to the valued Star Trek franchise for interactive games.� 

The computer game developer yesterday filed a breach of
contract suit against Viacom, the parent company of
Paramount Pictures and owners of the Star Trek name.
Activision said Viacom has broken the �fundamental promise�
of its ten-year license agreement, namely that Viacom would
continue to produce Star Trek television series and films which
could be used as the basis for computer games. 

In addition to lodging the lawsuit in the Los Angeles Superior
Court, Activision cancelled its contract with Viacom. According
to Activision spokeswoman Maryanne Lataif, this action was
taken as a last resort. �We�ve expressed our dissatisfaction
with the state of affairs some time ago,� she told Reuters. �We
would have preferred to maintain our relationship with
Viacom.� 

The lawsuit also alleges Viacom said it has �no current plans�
to produce more Star Trek feature films. However, Viacom
sources today told the Hollywood Reporter�s Jesse Hiestand
they do intend to make further Trek feature films and �sup-
port� the only television series currently on air, Enterprise. 

Activision has developed several Star Trek games since land-
ing the license in 1998, including one of the most successful
Trek gaming titles, Star Trek: Voyager: Elite Force. Its sequel,
Star Trek: Elite Force II, was only released in the United States
last week. The company reportedly planned to produce a
game based on Star Trek Nemesis, but said Viacom failed to
provide �crucial information� on the film in a timely fashion.

�The Xindi� Kicks off ENT Season Three, First Information on Season Premiere

The official STAR TREK web site has revealed the first information about ENTERPRISE�s third season, which began pro-
duction in Hollywood today. The season premiere, titled �The Xindi,� will pick up where last season�s �The Expanse� left
off, and introduce us to several new characters. 

The premiere will require a nine day shooting schedule, two days more than the usual seven. Jolene Blalock will
receive a slightly more �casual� costume this season, and most of the rest of the cast came in yesterday to get haircuts
and other �clean ups� in anticipation of the return to work today. 

No plot information is yet available for �The Xindi,� whose tentative title suggests that the premiere will be more of a
continuation than a cliffhanger conclusion. According to the report, the episode will require plenty of special effects and
creature makeup.
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TWILIGHT Scribe Brent Friedman Beams
Aboard.

ENTERPRISE executive producer Rick Berman updates
the STAR TREK Communicator for its latest issue (#145),
available on newsstands soon, revealing that at least one
new writer has come aboard for the third season, with
more on the way. 

�We are in the process of putting some deals together
for some new writers,� Berman says in his latest STAR
TREK Update with Dan Madsen. �Brent Friedman, who had
been on THE TWILIGHT ZONE last year, is a terrific writer
that we have brought on. We have some others who are
going to be coming onboard in the next few weeks.� 

Friedman was a staff writer and co-executive producer
on UPN�s THE TWILIGHT ZONE last season, which was
executive produced by DEEP SPACE NINE producer Ira
Steven Behr. Friedman wrote �The Executions of Grady
Finch� for the show, according to the Internet Movie
Database. Friedman is also credited with the screenplay
for the MORTAL KOMBAT sequel in 1997, as well as the
television series DARK SKIES (1996), which he co-created. 

Berman quells rumors that the series�s opening title
sequence or theme song will undergo any changes this
season, and he says the first few episodes will delve into
the unique peculiarities of the Delphic Expanse. 

�Well, we have talked about the fact that the laws of
physics don�t necessarily apply in certain areas of the
Delphic Expanse,� he says. �In the first handful of episodes
we�re going to start learning why. We�re going to start
finding out that some of the chaos that exists inside this
area of space is perhaps not as random as it may appear.� 

He reiterates that Jolene Blalock�s �T�Pol� will �experi-
ment� with emotions in addition to donning a new cos-
tume and hairstyle, and that Connor Trinneer�s �Trip
Tucker� will have to deal with the feelings of anger about
the loss of his sister in �The Expanse.� He also says that
the group of �marines� that have been assigned to the NX-
01 will �add a lot of color and a little tension to the ship.� 

Berman also answers some fan questions in this issue.
Elsewhere in the mag, executive producer Brannon Braga
talks about seasons two and three. 

�The ratings are what they are,� he says frankly. �Every
STAR TREK series in recent years starts big and falls off to
its core audience. We just try to stay focused on the cre-
ative elements.� 

Braga reflects on some of last season�s episode, like the
season premiere, �Shockwave, Part II,� which he says took
a unique bent on a time travel story. 

�So, I�m going to do an entire act of techno-babble to
sell how Daniels built this device?� he says when asked
about criticism of the story on those grounds. �That�s not

what ENTERPRISE is. We�re trying to get away from that
kind of storytelling. I think about some of the stuff we did
on THE NEXT GENERATION, where we had to explain
everything, versus �slingshotting around the Sun� in STAR
TREK IV. Which would you prefer? ENTERPRISE is much
more of a slingshotting-around-the-Sun kind of TV show.� 

Braga talks about each of last year�s episodes in the
issue, including the Borg installment �Regeneration.� 

�Continuity was inherently altered by events in FIRST
CONTACT, because the Borg traveled back in time and
started interfering,� he says. �The second that piece of
sphere crash landed in the Arctic, the timeline was altered.
Then, at the very end of this episode, we learn that a
transmission was sent by this Borg ship to the Delta
Quadrant. What you end up with is a scrumptuous little
paradox where this could have been the incident that
informed the Borg of our existence.� 

Braga says the changes in store for the upcoming season
were creatively motivated. 

�We certainly didn�t do this just to grab ratings. We did-
n�t do this to say �How can we save the show?� We did this
primarily for creative reasons,� he says. �I�d be lying if I
said we weren�t also trying to generate some excitement
for the new season, but we wanted to try something new
and to continue experimenting.� 

The exec promises that the new Xindi aliens will be more
than just the usual STAR TREK species. 

�We really want to push the envelope with the aliens we
depict, to stop getting guys with just bumpy foreheads all
the time. With the Xindi, it�s not going to be business as
usual.� 

The ENTERPRISE head writer says Scott Bakula�s
�Jonathan Archer� will undergo a crucial evolution. 

�One of the things we definitely plan to do is test
Archer�s moral compass,� he says. �When he tells Trip in
�The Expanse,� �We�re going to do what it takes,� that�s very
ambiguous. That�s all part of the reason for doing this.
The way in which they get through this adventure is going
to define them as a crew.� 

Braga touches on the military characters, revealing that
they will answer to �Reed� (Dominic Keating), but not nec-
essarily share the same �agenda� of the rest of the
Enterprise crew. He says that the rift between Earth and
the Klingons will also continue to widen as a result of
events in the new season, foreshadowing the war-torn
future the two space powers will eventually share. 

�This doesn�t bode well for humanity�s relations with the
Klingons. The are not happy. In fact, the prosecutor in
�Judgment� says that we�re lucky they didn�t hold our plan-
et responsible for Archer�s �crimes.� I always felt that was
an ominous hint at larger things to come,� Braga says.
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HubCon XI: Sept 12th-14th: Lake Terrace Convention Center, Hattiesburt,
Ms.  Events includes, Historical Gaming: DBM Trounament, WWII,
Colonial, ACW: Fantasy/Sci-Fi Gaming: Warhammer 40k, Battle-Tech,
Warhammer Fantasy, The Hunt: Role Playing: AD&D, Pluse much more.
Rates, $25 for Weekend Pass, $15 for a one day pass.  Contact
Information: Tim Broome (601) 794-6537, pnzr12@yahoo.com, David
Grantham (601) 270-7032 benrix@hotmail.com.  For more info on events
vist web site at http://hubcon.iwarp.com/
HallowCon 03 Medieval Fantasy and Gothic Horror Convention: Oct.
24th-26th 2003 - Comfort Inn, Chattanooga TN.  Guest: TBA. Gaming:
Fantasy Role-play and a WarhammerQuest "Ultimate Dungeon" featuring
the Goblin King, Tracy Rann. Tabletop wargames hosted by the Dwarf
Engineer, Doug Spohn. We have ample game space for other Game
Masters as well. Let us know what you would like to Master. Dealers'
Room: Dealer's space is free for the asking with paid membership, how-
ever you do have to reserve your table. Sorry, only one table per dealer.
Art Show: This art show is for aspiring artists who would like to display
and sell their genre artwork. Display area is free with paid membership.
We furnish one six-foot display table, artists must furnish easels, racks or
any other necessary display equipment. You must reserve your display
area. Con-Suite: Our Con-Suite has Softdrinks, Cold Beer, snacks and

sandwiches with a full dinner served Friday and a Banquet Saturday, all
free with paid membership. We will also have a liquor bar from 8pm till
2am Friday and Saturday nights. Our Motel serves a full complimentary
breakfast to guests every morning. Video Room: Fantasy and Horror
Movie Extravaganza with our own Live version of Mystery Theater with
puppet master James Ward.Memberships: $20 until April 1st, $25 until
October 1st, $30 thereafter and at the door. Motel Information: King
Guest rooms are $56, King Suites are $66 and Double Double Suites are
$76. The suites are fantastic with separate living and bed rooms. All
rooms have a twin size sleeper sofa, microwave, refrigerator and more.
Some rooms have Whirlpool Tubs. The motel also has a Fitness Center
with Dry Sauna. We will be posting pictures of the facilities on our web
site, soon. To make your reservation call Comfort Inn at (423)893-7979
and tell them you are with HallowCon. Contact Info: HallowCon Inc, c/o L.
D. Stacy, 172 McNeese Ln., Ringgold, Ga. 30736.  Phone: 706-935-8666,
e-mail: lstacy@catt.com.
Dragon*Con: Aug 29th Sept 1st, Hyatt Regency Atlanta & Atlanta Marriott
Marquis, Atlanta Ga. (The Marriott will host daytime activities and the
Regency Nighttime activities.)  Memberships: 4 day memberships $45 to
Feb 14th, $50 to May 15th, $60 to July 15th, $75 through Aug 29th.
Send In the Dragon*Con Membership Form (visit www.dragoncon.org to
get form) with payment to Dragon*Con, P.O. Box 16459, Atlanta, Ga.
30321-9998.  You can also register with your Visa or MasterCard by call-
ing (770) 909-0115.  You also now use PAYPAL to pay for your tickets.
NOTE: At this time we can only accept individual ticket orders through
PayPal.  Multiple orders must still be processed via fax, mail or by calling
our office. Our discounted rates per night for both the Marriott and the
Hyatt for 2003 are: Single: $148,  Double: $148,  Triple: $158,  Quad:
$168,  All suites are available at a 30% discount from "rack rate"
Guests: See List Below.  For more info vist there Web site at www.drag-
oncon.org.

Deborah Abbott : Deborah's been an animator for many years and
worked on Space Jam, The Prince of Egypt and Anastasia; she also does
comics work and some acting.
Aaron A. Acevedo : As a freelance writer and game designer, Aaron has
worked for Obsidian Studios, Alderac Entertainment Group, and Wizards
of the Coast.
Forry Ackerman : The legendary "4e" is, among many other things, the
world's leading authority on SF B-movies
Steven R. Addlesee : In 1993, Steve achieved his first professional pub-
lished credit; he has achieved 49 credits as artist, cartoonist, columnist,
illustrator, inker, letterer and writer.
Beth Allen : [NEW] Beth was the ripe old age of 14 when she began
portraying Amber (and Eagle) in the international hit SF teen series The
Tribe. Five years later, she's still going strong!
Tony Amendola : Among Tony's credits are such SF and related shows
as Stargate SG-1, Angel, Kindred: The Embraced, The X-Files and ST:
Voyager as well as film roles in Blow and Poltergeist.
Douglas Anderson : Douglas is a renowned Tolkien scholar whose
expertise in the textual history and evolution of Tolkien's Middle-Earth has
led to the inclusion of his essays in most of the English-language editions
since 1987.
Kevin J. Anderson : [NEW] In the last 6 years, 26 of Kevin's novels
have been national bestsellers; he has over 11 million books in print in 25
languages. His current project is a bestselling prequel trilogy for Dune.
Robert Asprin : Bob is best known for the Mythadventures of Aahz and
Skeeve, the Phule novels, and editing the groundbreaking Thieves World
anthology series with Lynn Abbey.
Stephen Austin : Stephen has appeared in several feature films and TV
series and is an accomplished stand-up comic; he's best-known to us as
the Pak Ma Ra Ambassador on Babylon 5.
Betty Ballantine : [NEW] Together with her late husband Ian, Betty
Ballantine helped form Bantam Books in 1945 and Ballantine Books in

1952, becoming one of the world's first publishers of new science-fiction.
Lawrence Barker : Lawrence is a member of Dark River Writers. His
work appears in such anthologies as Carnival, Dark Tyrants, Midnight
Rose, The Night the Lights Went Out in Arkham and others.
Steve Berman : Steve once bought books professionally, and is now the
author of the acclaimed Trysts: A Triskaidecollection of Queer and Weird
Stories, a collection of quirky gay dark fantasy stories.
Kammy Bonias : Kammy is a net-published gaming and fiction writer
who has been nominated for several online awards.
Tye Bourdony : [NEW] A comics colorist and lifelong SF fan, Tye
Bourdony's satires, The Lighter Side of Sci-Fi, have been seen in the
pages of Starlog and Parsec magazines as well as the Celestial Toybox.
Bruce Boxleitner : Among Bruce's many roles are the one he will be for-
ever and fondly remembered amongst SF fandom: Captain Sheridan on
Babylon 5.
Ray Bradbury : [NEW] The legendary Ray Bradbury is among the finest
SF, fantasy and horror writers this world will ever know.
Dan Brereton : Dan's an award winning and widely acclaimed painter,
illustrator and comics writer best known for Nocturnals. He's painted hun-
dreds of covers and over 1,000 pages, a Rob Zombie album cover and
more.
John Bridges : John now works at Holistic Design Incorporated, where
he is the lead visual designer and art director for the Fading Suns RPG.
The Brobdingnagian Bards : [NEW] The Bards are the Original Celtic
Renaissance duo, with unique instrumentation (autoharp, recorder and
mandolin) and great sound. They are a Top 25 band on MP3.com, with
nearly 2 million downloads to date!
Julie Caitlin Brown : Julie portrayed Na'Toth on the legendary SF TV
series Babylon 5 but also has numerous other TV, film and stage acting
credits as well as a continuing musical career.
Bob Burden : Creator, writer, and artist of the cult favorite The Flaming
Carrot, Bob was also involved with the feature film The Mystery Men and
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is a bona-fide Atlanta-area comics legend.
Jim Butcher : Jim is the author of the Dresden Files series of wizard-
detective novels, set in contemporary Chicago; the first book is entitled
Storm Front and there are five so far.
Charlie Callas : [NEW] Charlie Callas is a veteran of both the comedy
stage and the silver screen, whose credits range from The Tonight Show
and The Ed Sullivan Show to Switched and Pete's Dragon.
David Carradine : David, best-known the world over for his legendary
role in the TV series Kung Fu, stars in the new SF thriller Lightspeed with
fellow D*C 2000 guest Karen Black.
Angela Cartwright : Recognized at an early age and a working actress
since age 3 or 4, Angela is best-known to SF audiences as Penny
Robinson from Lost In Space.
Meryl Cassie : [NEW] A member of The Tribe's core cast since the very
beginning, Meryl portrays the pivotal character Ebony on the show and
sings the show's theme song!
David Cherry : An accomplished SF and fantasy artist, David got his
start in art from visiting the 1976 Worldcon in Kansas City, and never
looked back.
Ivan Cohen : [NEW] Ivan is editor of DC's Secret Files and Wonder
Woman titles, and is responsible for assembling WW's new creative
team: Greg Rucka, Drew Johnson and Ray Snyder, all of whom are
scheduled to attend D*C 2003.
Ann C. Crispin : [NEW] Ann is the bestselling author of books ranging
from V and Trek adaptations to Andre Norton's Witch World; she's also an
accomplished writing instructor, as numerous writers' workshop attendees
can attest.
Marie Croall : Starting off her career as sales manager of Chaos!
Comics, Marie Croall transited into the creative side by co-writing the
story "Magic Words," in 9-11: Artists Respond with Dan Jolley.
The Cruxshadows : [NEW] The Cruxshadows are an increasingly-popu-
lar Florida-based goth band with several CDs available; they've also been
featured on several industry compilations from, e.g., Cleopatra Records
as well.
Kathleen O'Shea David : A longtime staffer and then guest of
Dragon*Con, Kathleen has been a master puppeteer and stage manager
and now works at Del Rey Books.
Peter David : [NEW] Already a legendary jack-of-all-trades, Peter's the
author of Q-Squared, Q-In-Law, and comic titles including The Incredible
Hulk, Spider-Man, Aquaman, X-Factor and Wolverine, and much, much
more.
Roger Dean : [NEW] Roger Dean is one of the world's legendary vision-
aries. His distinctive, otherworldly album covers, notably for the band Yes,
have been a powerful influence on progressive rock.
Brad Dourif : Brad's credits include One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest,
Dune, Blue Velvet, Alien Resurrection, Babylon 5, Trek: Voyager and the
Lord of the Rings film trilogy.
Andy Duncan : [NEW] Andy, a graduate of the Clarion West writers'
workshop, has been nominated for a 1998 Hugo Award for Best Short
Story and the Campbell Award for Best New Writer. His very first book
won a World Fantasy Award.
Dani Eder : [NEW] Dani is an engineer with Boeing and has been with
them for 20+ years. He currently tests software for Space Station
Freedom, designs ultratall towers, and builds medieval siege engines (not
for Boeing, though).
Emerald Rose : [NEW] Emerald Rose is a high energy Celtic folk band
from the North Georgia mountains. The group has received acclaim and
international attention for their cd Bending Tradition.
Jason Engle : Jason is a hot young artist from the Jacksonville area
whose current work includes the Shards of the Stone project.
G.W. Fisher : [NEW] From applying ink to Weirdsville, Blindwolf Studios'
sarcastic slapstick parody, to the futuristic landscape of DFB Comics' sci-
fi epic Fire Proves Iron, G.W. Fisher's art career has been nothing if not
diverse.
Bill Fogarty : Bill is co-owner of Atlanta's well-reviewed Netherworld

Haunted House, as well as an actor and TV screenwriter.
Mira Furlan : [NEW] Mira Furlan portrayed the Minbari Ambassador,
Delenn, on the wildly popular SF TV series Babylon 5.
Stephen Furst : [NEW] Stephen Furst is best-known to SF audiences as
"Vir" from Babylon 5 (and, of course, as Flounder in Animal House), but
lately he's turning more toward writing, and doing well at it.
Gil Gerard : Gil is best-known to SF audiences as Capt. William 'Buck'
Rogers in the SF TV series Buck Rogers in the 25th Century. His other
roles include several movie and TV series appearances.
Ghost of the Robot : [NEW] This California-based alternative rock band
with diverse influences has played to big crowds in Paris and at
Hollywood's Viper Room. This isn't too surprising, since James "Spike"
Marsters is the band's frontman.
Frank Gordon 
Charles L. Grant : [NEW] Charles is the author of the horror novels The
Nesting, Night Songs, The Tea Party and The Pet as well as novels for
the television series The X-Files.
Erin Gray : [NEW] Erin Gray is best-known to SF audiences as Buck
Rogers' Col. Deering, but her credits span everything from Silver Spoons
and The Hitchhiker to Baywatch.
Cully Hamner : Cully is the artist of the upcoming Batman: Tenses (with
Joe Casey) and Red (with Warren Ellis), both for DC Comics. Past credits
include Green Lantern, X-Men and The Titans.
Jonathan Hardy : Jonathan Hardy is best known as the voice of Rygel,
the exiled Hynerian Dominiar, in the Saturn award-winning series
Farscape. Recent credits also include the man in the moon in Baz
Luhrmann's Moulin Rouge.
David Harmer : [NEW] David has been active in game design since
1988, and his work includes the card game Faerie Haven for Mushroom
Circle Games, design work for Quintessential Mercy studios and
Aftermath! and NERO contributions, among others.
Richard Hatch : Among Richard's roles is his most famous in SF circles:
Battlestar Galactica's Captain Apollo.
Noah Hathaway : Noah is best-known to SF audiences in the States as
Boxey from Battlestar Galactica and Atreyu in The Neverending Story.
David Hedison : Among David's many roles are Capt. Crane in Voyage
To The Bottom Of The Sea and Felix Leiter in two Bond films.
Tom Hern : [NEW] Tom portrays Ram, the now-fallen leader of the
Technos, in Seasons 4 and 5 of the international cult SF teen-oriented
series The Tribe. He is also a gifted singer, writer and performer.
J.G. Hertzler : [NEW] Best known to Star Trek fans as General Martok,
J.G. has also appeared in such televison shows as Quantum Leap, The
Highlander, Lois and Clark and the new Zorro series.
Laura Curtis : Tracy's the author or co-author of numerous fantasy
books and series, many (notably the bestselling Dragonlance Chronicles)
written with longtime friend Margaret Weis; he and Laura created
Ravenloft.
Tracy Hickman : Tracy's the author or co-author of numerous fantasy
books and series, many (notably the bestselling Dragonlance Chronicles)
written with longtime friend Margaret Weis; he and Laura created
Ravenloft.
Bob Hobbs : [NEW] Bob has created over 300 illustrations for, e.g.,
Amazing Stories, Tomorrow SF, Talebones, Quantum, Pirate Writings and
Expanse magazines and has many other projects underway.
Bill Holbrook : A syndicated cartoonist with King Features Syndicate, Bill
made his mark nationally with On The Fastrack and also does Safe
Havens and Kevin & Kell.
Eva Hopkins : Eva Hopkins is the art assistant and office goddess for
Joseph Michael Linsner and Dawn.
Greg Horn : Greg is currently the cover artist for Marvel's new Elektra
series. Past credits include X-men Universe for Marvel and J.U.D.G.E.
and ESPers for Image.
Dr. Stephen D. Howe : Dr. Howe is-literally-a rocket scientist. He current-
ly works at Los Alamos studying fission physics, the Gas Core Nuclear
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Rocket, and advanced space propulsion.
Adam Hughes : Adam's covers include Wonder Woman and Lara Croft:
Tomb Raider, and he's also worked on, e.g., Justice League America,
Star Trek: Debt of Honor, Gen 13: Ordinary Heroes and Gen
13/Superman.
Matt Hughes : [NEW] The works of popular fantasy artist Matt Hughes
have appeared in Heavy Metal magazine, Mystique, Chaos! Comics,
Echo Gallery and Dreamweaver Studios, just to name a few.
Georges Jeanty : Georges is currently drawing Marvel's Weapon X, and
his checkered past includes Bishop and Deadpool (both for Marvel), and
Green Lantern and Team Superboy (for DC).
Herb Jefferson, Jr. : Herb is best-known to us as Lieutenant Boomer on
Battlestar Galactica, but his credits span the big and small screens, from
Apollo 13 to Hill Street Blues.
Geoff Johns : [NEW] 
Drew Johnson : Drew broke into pencilling comics with the Star Wars:
Rogue Squadron mini-series "Masquerade." Since then he has gone on
to pencil issues of The Titans and many other projects.
Dan Jolley : Dan's work has covered several comics publishers, but he's
established his reputation with several projects from DC Comics. He's
also co-written two TV tie-in novels.
Christopher Judge : Christopher's TV appearances include Stargate
SG-1, Martin, The Fresh Prince of Bel Air, Lush Life, Wise Guy, 21 Jump
Street, MacGyver, Gabriel's Fire and as a regular on Sirens.
Gregg Keefer : [NEW] A sculptor specializing in toy design, Gregg's
"Rescue Heroes" for Fisher Price appear in playrooms and underfoot all
across the country, while one of his freestanding sculptures is in the col-
lection of Pope John Paul II.
Sherrilyn Kenyon : Sherrilyn is the bestselling author of the crossover
fantasy Dark-Hunter erotic vampire series, as well as other series and
nonfiction works.
Richard Kiel : Richard Kiel, who is best known for his roles as "Jaws" in
the James Bond films, has been an actor for nearly forty years and has
also written several screenplays.
Caitlin R. Kiernan : Caitlin is the author of the award-winning novels Silk
and Threshold and the collection Tales of Pain and Wonder, among many
other accomplishments.
Patrick Kilpatrick : Patrick appeared in the series finale of Roswell, and
has appeared in Dark Angel, The X-Files, the TNT movie Crossfire Trail,
Free Willy 3 and Minority Report opposite Tom Cruise.
Walter Koenig : Amid a myriad of acting and directing credits on stage
and screen, Walter is best-known as Chekov on Star Trek and Bester on
Babylon 5.
Josh Krach : Writer, designer, Studio Phoenix Webmaster and chief
design stooge Josh Krach broke into the pros with JLA: Gods &
Monsters, co-written with Dan Jolley.
George Lazenby : George will always be best-known as the second
James Bond in On Her Majesty's Secret Service. Films and tv projects
include Gettysburg, General Hospital, Saint Jack, Kentucky Fried Movie
and others.
James Leary : James is proud to add his role as "Clem," the loose-
skinned demon on Buffy The Vampire Slayer to his list of credits; the
character has struck a chord with so many of the show's loyal fans.
Andy Lee : A native of Hong Kong, Andy Lee studied 13th-Century
Cha'an Buddhist techniques using animal-hair brushes and rice paper;
his clients include White Wolf and Image Comics.
Joseph Michael Linsner : Joseph has quickly become one of the comic
book industry's most celebrated artists; Cry for Dawn Volume I, published
in 1989, marked his debut.
Lips Down on Dixie : LDOD is a Rocky Horror Picture Show cast troupe
based in Atlanta and performing weekly midnight shows. They performed
to a full house and rave reviews at Dragon*Con 2002 and will return in
2003.
David Mack : David is the writer, creator, and artist of the acclaimed

Kabuki and writes the bestselling comic Daredevil.
Don Maitz : Don has produced outstanding work in exploring paths of
fantastic realism. For twenty five years, he has produced narrative paint-
ings containing fantasy, science fiction, and historical images.
James Marsters : James portrays Spike, a cocky vampire from 19th cen-
tury England, on Buffy the Vampire Slayer. He's also appeared in
Northern Exposure and in the feature film House on Haunted Hill.
Anne McCaffrey : The legendary Anne McCaffrey is one of the most
beloved SF/fantasy writers of the last 30 years. Her Pern series will
always be classics in the field.
Todd McCaffrey : Todd's a writer, programmer and pilot who's written,
among other things, an animated screenplay for Dinosaucers, mil-SF
works and a forthcoming biography of his mother Anne.
Karen McCullough : Karen has had 4 novels of romantic suspense pub-
lished by Avalon, two mystery/thrillers published by LTDBooks, and a fan-
tasy RPG book set in Tolkien's Middle-Earth published by I.C.E., plus
shorter fiction.
David G. McDaniel : David is the author of The One and Saga of Ages.
T.W. Miller : T.W. Miller is a member of the Horror Writers Association
and has written several books.
Juliet Mills : [NEW] Emmy award-winning Juliet Mills portrays Tabitha
Lenox, the seemingly thoughtful and sweet next-door neighbor who is
really a 300 year-old witch intent on wreaking havoc on the residents of
Harmony in NBC's Passions.
Rebecca Moesta : Rebecca has written three novels in the popular
Junior Jedi Knight series and several other works with and without her
husband, Kevin J. Anderson.
Dean Motter : Writer/illustrator Dean is perhaps best known as the cre-
ator of Mister X; he has amassed a vast number of credits (and some
Eisner nominations) since then.
Bill Mumy : Bill has accomplished many things (let's not forget the infa-
mous song "FishHeads"), but he's best-known as Lost in Space's Will
Robinson or Babylon 5's Lennier.
Jody Lynn Nye : Jody wrote The Dragonlover's Guide to Pern and has
collaborated with Anne McCaffrey on Crisis on Doona, Treaty on Doona
and The Ship Who Won.
Jana Oliver : Author of the DragonFire fantasy series, Jana Oliver's writ-
ing talent is at home in the realms of fantasy and the supernatural.
Opland-Freeman : Appearing as part of our Worlds of Anne McCaffrey
track and at Anne's behest, Tania Opland and Mike Freeman have trav-
elled extensively and built a diverse background for their acoustic per-
formances.
Ray Park : [NEW] Ray Park portrayed the taciturn, but nimble villain
Darth Maul in Star Wars: The Phantom Menace; he's also done stunt-
double work in Sleepy Hollow and Mortal Kombat: Annihilation.
Don Perrin : Don is vice president of Mag Force 7 and a collectible card
game designer.
Luke Perry : Luke is best-known to the world as Dylan on Beverly Hills
90210, but genre audiences know him as Pike from the Buffy the Vampire
Slayer movie. He's now starring in Showtime's original series Jeremiah.
Rowdy Roddy Piper : One of wrestling's all-time great personalities,
Rowdy Roddy Piper quickly established himself as a major player in the
old NWA and became so popular the WWF remade him as a "good guy."
He's appeared in several films.
Kariann and Gary Raisor :[NEW] Gary has written for magazines like
The Horror Show and Night Cry. He also edited Obsessions and wrote a
novel, Less Than Human. Kariann adds interior illos.
Blanche Ravelec : Although Blanche has over a dozen other film credits
and many TV appearances to her name, it is forever as Dolly in
Moonraker that she will be best remembered.
Fred Olen Ray : Fred is producer, writer, and director of such films as
the recent comedy Mob Boss and the successful Inner Sanctum.
John Rhys-Davies  : [NEW] John has been delighting audiences with
his work for over 30 years, including Sliders and Raiders of the Lost Ark.
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He portrays Gimli in the new The Lord of the Rings trilogy.
John Ringo : John has 5 novels to his credit so far; 2 were written with
David Weber (March Upcountry and March to the Sea), and 3 of his own:
A Hymn Before Battle, Gust Front and When the Devil Dances.
Tanya Roberts : Tanya is best-known for her roles in Charlie's Angels
and The Beastmaster; she's also starred in Sheena, A View to a Kill and
others.
Leah Rosenthal : Leah's SF cartoons and illustrations have been
appearing for two decades in Starlog, Comicscene, Fangoria and other
national magazines.
Caleb Ross : [NEW] As he has since Season 1 Episode 1, Caleb por-
trays the oft-mercurial, always crucial character Lex in the international hit
teen-oriented SF-based series The Tribe.
Rowena : Rowena has painted several hundred book covers in the SF
and fantasy genres; her work has been included in anthologies such as
Tomorrow and Beyond.
Jaye Roycraft : Jaye is the author of the acclaimed Image series of vam-
pire romances and the futuristic novel Rainscape.
Greg Rucka : Greg is an Eisner Award-winning comics writer and the
author of several novels. Some are comics-related, while his Atticus
Kodiak books are crime stories.
Philip Paul Sacco : Mr. Sacco is a novice astronomer and lecturer with
the Atlanta Astronomy Club.
Susan Sackett : Susan is the author of eleven books including several
based on her years with Star Trek and Gene Roddenberry. She's also co-
written Next Generation and Sliders episodes.
Elizabeth Ann Scarborough : Elizabeth is a well-known fantasy and
horror writer with numerous books, anthologies and collaborations-
notably with Anne McCaffrey-to her credit.
Donald R. Schmitt : [NEW] Donald is the former Director of Special
Investigations for the J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies and co-
author of UFO Crash at Roswell and The Truth About the UFO Crash At
Roswell.
Julius Schwartz : [NEW] With a lifetime of vast accomplishments in sev-
eral genres, especially comics, "Julie" is now DC Comics' "goodwill
ambassador" to the world.
Randal L. Schwartz : A renowned expert on Perl, Randal is co-author of
several "must-have" textbooks for the language, including Programming
Perl, Learning Perl, Learning Perl for Win32 Systems and Effective Perl
Programming.
Lisa Marie Scott : A 1995 Playmate of the Month and summa cum laude
UCLA grad, Lisa's speaking roles have included appearances on Friends,
Baywatch, High Tide and Married with Children.
Mike Shoemaker : [NEW] Mike has worked since 1991 for various com-
panies including Malibu Comics and Conscape magazine. He wrote for
London Night Studios and is currently developing properties for self-publi-
cation.
Bill Sienkiewicz : A legend in the comics world, Bill's work on, e.g.,
Moon Knight, Electra Assassin and New Mutants has put him on Wizard
Magazine's list of the Top Ten most important comics artists of all time.
Anthony Simcoe : Along with his other credits, Anthony portrays General
Ka D'Argo in the popular SF series Farscape.
Marc Singer : [NEW] Marc is best-known to SF and fantasy audiences
as Mike Donovan from the V series and Dar in The Beastmaster, but his
wide-ranging career spans 28 years...and counting.
Ray Snyder : Ray is a co-founding member of Jolly Roger Studio; his
lavish and elegant line work has made him one of the most sought-after
inkers in the comics industry today.
Dr. Kris Sperry : A forensic pathologist, Dr. Sperry is Chief Medical
Examiner for the State of Georgia (Georgia Bureau of Investigation,
Division of Forensic Sciences) and a top expert on the medical aspects of
tattoos.
J. David Spurlock : J. David Spurlock has done comic book art, stories,
editing and consulting for publishers like Vanguard, Beckett, Mainstream,

Nizon, LFP and Heroic.
Chris Staros : Chris Staros is the co-publisher of Top Shelf Productions,
the comics publisher best known for its ability to discover and showcase
the vanguard of the alternative comics scene.
Brian Stelfreeze : Brian is one of the comics field's premier illustrators.
Current projects include Domino: Perfect Weapon (with writer Joe Pruett)
and Matador (with writer Devin Grayson).
Jim Steranko : Whoever said truth is stranger than fiction could easily
have made the statement about the legendary Jim Steranko, comics leg-
end, stage magician and much more.
Karl Story : Karl's credits include Aliens vs. Predator, Star Trek: Debt of
Honor, Nightwing, Batman, and he is currently hitting new heights on
DC/Wildstorm's Tom Strong.
William Stout : America's leading dinosaur illustrator, his one-man show
Dinosaurs, Penguins and Whales-The Wildlife of Antartica has toured the
art galleries of the world.
Brad Strickland : An Associate Professor of English at Gainesville
College in Georgia, Brad's a local legend and the author or co-author of
fifty novels and numerous short stories. Most of his recent works fall in
the Young Adult genre.
George Takei : Star Trek�s Hikaru Sulu.
Raymond Thompson : [NEW] Raymond Thompson is Executive
Producer for the international cult SF-based TV series The Tribe and
CEO of Cloud Nine Productions, based in New Zealand.
Lani John Tupu : Multi-talented Lani John Tupu has two major roles in
the award-winning TV series Farscape: the cranky, unpredictable Captain
Crais, and the voice of Pilot. He's also amassed many other stage and
screen credits.
Ethan Van Sciver : Ethan's a rising young star in comics whose pencil
work can be seen in Impulse and the forthcoming Flash: Iron Heights.
Tim Vigil : Tim is best-known as the creator of Faust, one of recent
comicdom's legendary titles.
Jenny Wallace : A graduate of the School for the Creative and
Performing Arts in Cincinnati, Jenny has starred in several B-movies.
Graham Watkins : Berkley published Graham's novel Dark Winds in
1989. Since then his works in the horror and "Internet thriller" genres
include The Fire Within and Interception.
Wendy Webb : [NEW] Wendy Webb has co-edited the anthologies
Phobias and Phobias II from Pocket Books, and Gothic Ghosts from Tor
Books and is the author of published short stories, novels and stage
plays.
Margaret Weis : [NEW] Margaret has written the Star of the Guardians
space epic, and has co-authored over two dozen bestselling fantasy nov-
els, notably Dragonlance, now one of the most popular fantasy series of
all time.
Michael Jai White : Jai has had roles in Universal Soldier and Full
Contact). After appearing as Mike Tyson in the 1995 TV movie Tyson, the
tough actor was cast in the cult comic spinoff Spawn and others.
Tom Wilson : Tom is best-known to SF fans as Biff from Back to the
Future, but his acting career extends much farther and wider. He also has
musical projects under his belt.
Judd Winick :[NEW] Judd's stint on MTV's The Real World was the cat-
alyst for his award-winning graphic novel Pedro and Me. He now writes
DC's Green Lantern, and his own The Adventures of Barry Ween.
Melissa Wolf : Melissa, who made quite a presence in our 1999
Dragon*Con Dealers Room, is an exotic dancer, model and former cen-
terfold.
Peter Woodward : [NEW] Once a member of the Royal Shakespeare
Company in England, Peter portrayed Galen on Babylon 5: The Crusade
and has starred in other productions including The Patriot.
Janny Wurts : An excellent artist and an accomplished author, Janny
may be unique in that she can fully illustrate the covers to her novels.
She also cowrote the brilliant Empire trilogy with Raymond E. Feist.


